
(*) Rubricile însoţite de (*) nu trebuie completate de membrii familiei resortisanţilor UE, SEE şi CH (soţ, soţie, copil sau ascendent dependent). 
Membrii familiei resortisanţilor UE, SEE şi CH trebuie să prezinte documentele care dovedesc relaţia de rudenie. / (*) The fields marked with (*) 
shall not be filled-in by family members of EU, EEA or CH citizens (spouse, child or dependent ascendant). Family members of EU, EEA or CH 
citizens shall present documents to prove this relationship. 

protection of personal data, without prejudice to any other administrative or judicial remedy. 
I hereby declare that to the best of my knowledge all data supplied herein is correct and complete. 
I hereby declare that I am aware of the fact that the provision of any false data leads to the rejection of this visa application, or 
to the annulment of a visa already granted based on such data and may also render me liable to prosecution under Romanian 
law. I am equally aware of the fact that should I exercise my right to object to the processing of my personal data in relation to 
my visa application, it shall lead to the impossibility that I lodge such an application. 
I hereby undertake to leave the territory of Romania upon the expiry of my issued visa. I have been informed that holding a visa 
constitutes only one of the prerequisites for entry into Romania. I am aware that the mere fact that a visa has been granted to me 
does not imply that I am entitled to compensation, should I fail to fulfil the conditions regulated in Chapter II-General 
provisions regarding entry, stay and exit of aliens of GEO nº194/2002 republished, amended and completed and am thus 
refused entry. The prerequisites for entry will be checked again upon entry into the territory of Romania. 
I hereby consent to the processing of the personal data supplied through the current form, in line with the provisions of 
the General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/679). 

45. Adresa de domiciliu a solicitantului/Applicant’s home address:
 

46. Nr.de tel./Phone nº:

47. Dată la (locul şi data)/Place and  date (day-month-
year): 

48. Semnătura (pentru minori, semnătura reprezentantului 
legal)/Signature (for minors, signature of 
custodian/guardian):


